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AWARD_SECRETARY.EXE  version 3.0.1  at  06.10.2016 year
In this version, I do the following many changes and improvements, so that this version
significantly improves the process of execution of the application and search QSL

1. introduced a mechanism for numbering QSL cards received in the form of small labels glued on
the received QSL cards, which greatly accelerates the process of finding and preparing QSL
cards for notified applications
2. Made merge of several diplomas or endorsement  in a one notification application .
3. program watches which is suitable for 1st filing applications in the merger diplomas and what is
suitable to create a supplement endorsement in one application
4. for merged awards or endorsement I  developed a new form for printing  awards  ARRL.
5. Described in detail the method of reporting ON_LINE  applications ARRL including showing
how to load a file .adif and where you fill data about your account details for payment . File  adif
for the cheapest method ON_LINE produces AWARD_SECRETARY.
6. field CONFIRM_CONDITION_AWARD was added to the table  ARRL_AWARDS_SUMMARY
that can better recognize that awards  fulfills the conditions
7. modules  .dll  was added to the ARRL awards  for all bands  besided the 2 M.
8. I developed procedure to update the structure of all tables wards , and add a new field
NO_QSL_CARD, also for awards  already calculated
9. in the first bookmark  for importing data adi has been removed truly continuous reset windows ,
what allow  import  data and use the vertical slider to see  what was  performed operations. In this
window is printed now more information at startup and especially as the prosecution proceeded
downloading data from Polish servers.
10. Introduced in AWARD_SECRETARY and in the installation program  recognize whether the
program is running in Windows 10 upgraded from  version 7 or 8, making it possible to adapt the
program in the new environment.
11. for MYSQL_INSTALL_AUTOMATIC_ALL_COMPONENT_AND_CONFIGURE_IT.exe in 
version 1.1.0 Improved interface so that better shows and describes the problems that may arise
when installing MYSQL database on Windows 10.

Program and files can be downloaded from websites

 http://sp9auv.com/EN/index.html?download_project_award_secre tary_and_version_history.php

On page  http://sp9auv.com/Pliki/Dyplomy_ARRL_polaczone1.jpg
i    http://sp9auv.com/Pliki/Dyplomy_ARRL_polaczone2.jpg
you can see what I got diplomas with use  AWARD SECRETARY

while on QRZ page   https://www.qrz.com/db/sp9auv   you can see a short description of my
programs and screenshots of diplomas obtained
                                         
                                                 Vy 73 de Jerzy SP9AUV 
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